Inspiring Stories

October 2016

Connecting Community. Sharing Knowledge. Inspiring Stories.

Library Month and Beyond

Every October, libraries across Canada celebrate Library Month to raise awareness of libraries and highlight all
the ways libraries enrich the lives of people in our communities. NVDPL had a fantastic time celebrating the
occasion with a variety of activities, contests, programs, and more. One of the biggest highlights was hosting
special visit with Inuit and Arctic storyteller, Michael Kusugak. Michael taught a crowd of 30 children and adults
about life in the North West Territories through oral stories, which have been passed down by his grandmother.
Fittingly, NVDPL also
proudly unveiled its new
Strategic Plan 2017-2019,
a visioning document
which focuses on three
key priority areas:
Collaborate with our
Community, Transform
our Digital Environment,
and Expand Community
Learning.
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It was a great month
celebrating the work we
do and our patrons!
Take a look at a few of
the 2016 Library Month
highlights:
1. Strategic Plan
2. Michael Kusugak
3. Library Month display
4. DEAR Day with Mayor
Richard Walton

Community Comments

“

What our
patrons are
saying about
NVDPL

I think your library has provided me with an opportunity to grow as a person. The availability
of books that are either new or of lasting value is especially evident when I go to your site. You
are indeed making it a joy to be living in this community. Without your resources and dedication
to the public North Vancouver would be a sadder place to reside....My dependency for the Library
for intellectual stimulation has exceeded most other outlets including commercial enterprises
who more than often do not offer the same wonderful experience of perusing a vast field of free
materials...Thanks for all your great work, especially the reference assistance available at all times.
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